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‘Wicked Problems’



• Wicked problems are difficult to define. There is no definite formulation.
• Wicked problems have no stopping rule.
• Solutions to wicked problems are not true or false, but good or bad.
• There is no immediate or ultimate test for solutions.
• These problems have no clear solution, and perhaps not even a set of 

possible solutions.
• Every wicked problem is essentially unique.
• Every wicked problem may be a symptom of another problem.
• There are multiple explanations for the wicked problem.



• Climate change and environmental degradation
• Poverty and income inequality
• Global health crises, such as pandemics and access to healthcare
• Political polarization and social division
• Education inequality and access to quality education
• Urbanization and overpopulation
• …



Foodwaste as a 
‘Wicked Problem’



What is the solution for wicked 
problems?

Too complex for
one solution to be

the answer

Complex problems
require complex 

solutions

• Multiple perspectives
• Cultural
• Social 
• Political
• Economical
• Different disciplines
… 



Design Thinking as a 
solution for foodwaste



Shortcut in “New Product Developement” 

Idea

Learn

Build

Launch



Design Thinking… not so clear…
Design thinking is a process for solving problems by 

prioritizing the consumer's needs above all else. It relies on 
observing, with empathy, how people interact with their 

environments, and employs an iterative, hands-on approach 
to creating innovative solutions.

Design thinking is an extension of innovation that allows you 
to design solutions for end users with a single problem 

statement in mind. It not only imparts valuable skills but can 
help advance your career. It's also a collaborative endeavor 

that can only be mastered through practice with 
stakeholders.

Design thinking is a non-linear, iterative process that teams 
use to understand users, challenge assumptions, redefine 
problems and create innovative solutions to prototype and 

test. Involving five phases—Empathize, Define, Ideate, 
Prototype and Test—it is most useful to tackle problems that 

are ill-defined or unknown.

Process for solving problems

Collaborative endeavor

Non-linear, iterative process



Design Thinking as a…

Method Process Mindset



Design Thinking as a method

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype TestProblem Solution

User Centered



Design thinking as a method: Double diamond model 

Emphatize Define Ideate Prototype

Problem/ 
Challenge

Understanding the
problem

Focus on 
one problem

Variety of
solutions

One solution
to test

Testing/
Implementation



Design Thinking as a process

Emphatize Define Ideate Prototype TestProblem Solution

IterationPerspective Perspective

PerspectivePerspective



What iteration looks like…

Problem Solution



Design Thinking as a mindset

Emphatiz
e

Define Ideate Prototype TestProblem Solution

IterationPerspective Perspective

PerspectivePerspective

LearningExperimentation Failing



Most important elements of Design Thinking

Human centered Multi disciplinary

Diverging and 
converging

Making things
tangible



Rules of Design Thinking
• Unleash your empathy! 
• Be optimistic! 
• Embrace ambiguity
• TRUST THE PROCESS!!
• Make it tangible! 
• Learn from failure
• Iterate, iterate and iterate…
• Be confident about your creativity! 



Let’s start ‘Design 
Thinking’



User innovation tool
● A tool that guides your

through the whole process of 
Design Thinking for this 
Summer Competition



User innovation tool
● Track 2 students also get a 

MIRO-link send through e-
mail

● Every group gets a MIRO-
board through e-mail (yes, 
you fill it it in!)

● Every group gets a coach that 
keeps track of your progress
and aids you in the process



Overview of coaches
● Track 2 students get guidance

from Conny and Ben or Tim. 
● Group one: Arif/ Diana 
● Group two: Reni/ Zita
● Group three: Tarra
● Group four: Reni/ Zita
● Group five: Tarra
● Group six: Stanley/ Permata
● Group seven: Stanley/ Permata
● Group eight: Vrames/ Theresia
● Group nine: Arif/ Diana 
● Group ten: Vrames/ Theresia

• Overview of the coaches 
expertise can be found 
here: 
https://www.foodwastet
ofinish.com/team

https://www.foodwastetofinish.com/team
https://www.foodwastetofinish.com/team


User innovation tool: how does it work?
● The tool guides your

group through all of the
phases from left to
right

● To complete every
phase succesfully, the
desired methods and 
outcomes are filled in 
from top to down



User innovation tool: how does it work?
Elements: 
● Orange boxes are informational fields where you can find

substantial information (e.g. about the design thinking process) and 
practical information on the Summer Competition (E.g. deadlines) 

● White boxes provide your group with methods and templates in 
the form of assignments that help you reach the outcome of the
design thinking phase

● Green are fields where you fill in the desired and asked outcome of 
the phases

● Arrows: These show the flow of the assignments that need to be
fulfilled. 



Orange boxes
● Overview of most 

important 
substansive
information per 
design thinking 
phase

● Overview of 
deadlines or other
practical information



White boxes
● Fullfill all of the

assignments
● Follow the arrows
● Respect the time 

frames and deadlines



Green boxes
● Desired outcome of the respective design thinking phase
● These are the building blocks for your solution
● The outcome of a phase is the input for the next phase (Realy important!!!)
● Three elements: 

○ Outcome template

○ Checklist of “What to achieve achieve in the phase?”

○ Evaluation of the outcome by the coach 



Green boxes



Rules
• TRUST THE PROCESS! 
• DON’T THINK ABOUT SOLUTIONS TOO FAST! 
• The MIRO-boards are filled in respecting all of the deadlines!!
• You can use analogue methods (e.g. paper, post-it’s,…). But be sure to put pictures of 

your work on the MIRO-board. 



One more ‘small 
detail’



Generative AI



Question! 

Is it allowed to use generative AI in an 
innovation/ Design Thinking process? 

“It's not AI that is going to take your job, but 
someone who knows how to use AI might”
- Prof. Richard Baldwin at the World Economic Forum





Innovative packaging
through AI (Midjourney)

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/blog/20-sustainable-packaging-

solutions-developed-with-ai/?utm_campaign=Bi-

Weekly%20Newsletter&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=267919105&_hs

enc=p2ANqtz-

8Uo417leQFch4nYKpfXiNjXK3BtXjQ6mysg8NE0Qfk_47laaJfBpEC--

b6IGaVmKc6aLxxjmffU0ChpwmtuoWNF3UQ2g&utm_content=26788

2244&utm_source=hs_email



For example…
● Charley.ai → Transform 3 words into 10.000
● Shortlyai.com → Enhance writing capabilities
● Trdrthis.com → Summarize written content
● Quillbot.com → Rephrasing, grammar, spelling
● Analogenie.com → Clarify topics using analogies
● …



However…! 



Be aware that…
● Generative AI still does have limitations (E.g. up-to-date untill 2021)
● You lead the generative AI, it does not lead you
● Your prompt = your resulst
● Results always need an interpretation and assessment
● Always be sceptical and critical
● Even if the result seems valid, still do your own research
● AI can make hallucinations
● We will provide some tricks and applications during the sessions



Chat GPT prompt: 
Write an academical introduction of a paper regarding
foodwaste in Indonesia. Use at least 5 references in APA 
reference style.  



You

Food waste
Generative AI



Now really start 
‘Design Thinking’



Start preparing!
To Do: 
● Go to your MIRO-boards
● Assignment 1: Who am IIIII? 10’
● Assignment 2: Devide the roles! 15’
● Assignment 3: Fill in the outcome

of the warm-up phase 5’
● Outcome of the Warm-up phase



Erasmus+ 
Capacity Building for Higher Education

Empathize Phase

WP3 Student Competition



Where are we in the DD-model? 

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype

Problem/ 
Challenge

Understanding the
problem

Testing/
Implementation



‘Empathize’ Phase



What is the Empathize Phase? 

The empathize phase in design thinking is the initial stage of the design 
process where designers seek to understand the needs, perspectives, and 

experiences of the people they are designing for. It involves developing 
empathy and gaining deep insights into the users' motivations, desires, and 

challenges.



EMPHATY! 

Empathy is the ability to understand and 
share the feelings and perspectives of 

others.

Creating more meaningfull, supported
solutions and effective solutions.



How do we empathize with end users? 
● User research: Conducting interviews, surveys to gather data directly 

from the users. This helps in uncovering their behaviors, preferences, and 
needs.

● Immersion: Immerse yourself in the users' environment, whether it's their 
workplace, home, or any context relevant to the design challenge. This 
firsthand experience provides valuable insights into their daily lives and 
allows for a more empathetic understanding.



Structure the POV of the end user: ‘persona’

A persona is a fictional representation or archetype of a specific user group 
or target audience. Personas are created based on research and data to 

embody the characteristics, goals, needs, behaviors, and preferences of 
real users. 



Example



Benefits of a ‘persona’
● Personas help structuring data in specific and tangible individuals
● Refference point for decision making in the design process
● Used to evaluate the end product
● They provide a focus for marketing
● Used for storytelling
● Provide a common focus and allignment among various stakeholders
● They keep the focus on the end-user



Persona as output of the ‘Empathize Phase’ 



Persona in 5 steps: 
1. Identify the most relevant user groups
2. Data gathering and analysis
3. Develop the persona “Skeleton”
4. Flesh out the persona
5. Add extra information

Through assignments in the ‘Innovation Tool’



Step one: Identify the most relevant user groups
Stakeholder list (E.g. 
Foodwaste on the freshmarket)
1. Family customers
2. Restaurent owners
3. Merchants
4. Fish merchants
5. Meat merchants
6. Vegetable merchants
7. Suppliers
8. …



Step one: Identify the relevant user groups

Fish merchant

Customers

Restaurant holders

Suppliers

Restaurant customers

Family
Farmers

Wholesale

Children

Understand influencing factors 
and stakeholders



Step two: Data gathering and analysis

Deskresearch
Stakeholder
interviews

Observations



Step two: Data gathering ‘Desk Research’

1. Set research objective: E.g. ‘what are foodwaste problems on fresh markets?’ Or 
‘what are innovative solutions to solve foodwaste on fresh markets?’   

2. Decide upon relevant and trustworthy data sources (E.g. Google Scholar, 
international reports, web of science, google, Generative AI,...) ALWAYS be critical!

3. Gather the relevant information 
4. Synthesize the data in ‘one line findings’. 



Step two: Data gathering ‘Stakeholder interviews’

● Use a interview guide consisting of: 

○ Research goals

○ Overview of respondents

○ Research questions

○ Topiclist: 

■ Introduction (what to say to the respondents)

■ Framing questions (general questions regarding the topic and how the respondents considers these questions)

■ Main questions (specific questions regarding the research questions) 

■ Wrap-up (formulate an overview of the identified insights in the interview)





Step two: Data gathering‘Stakeholder interviews’

● Tips & Trics for interviews

○ Use open questions

○ Listen activly

○ The five why’s (find root causes)

○ Stay neutral and objective, don’t judge the participant



Step two: Data gathering ‘observation’

Observations in research refer to the systematic gathering and recording of data by 
observing and documenting phenomena or behaviors in their natural context.

‘Lense’ to conduct observations: 

● The person: who is experiencing a problem? 
● The context: where is the problem experienced? 
● The thing: what are the objects used, and what problems are 

experienced? 







Step two: Data gathering ‘Hotel case visits’



Step two: Data analysis ‘important insights’



Step two: Data analysis ‘empathy map’ 

● Quotes and descriptions for credibility



It’s not about the
demographics, it’s about the
needs, desires and points of 

pain



Step three: Start making the ‘persona’
• Start with the most 

fundamental
information!
(1,2 and 3)

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

• Flesh out the persona 
with 
details ( 4,5 & 6)

• Fill in the HMW-
question, this is done
after the define phase. 



Questions?



Now start preparing!
To Do: 
● Assignment 3: Stakeholder list
● Assignment 4: Spheres of 

influence
● Assignment 5: Prepare for Hotel 

Case visits

○ Assignment 5a: Desk Research

○ Assignment 5a: Topiclist for stakeholder 
interviews and observations

● Assignment 6: Hotel Case visits

To Do (after visits): 
● Assignment 7: Find focus
● Assignment 8: Empathy map
● Fill in the outcome of the

Empathize phase



Feedback from experts!!



Feedback from experts!!



Feedback from
experts!!



Now start preparing!
To Do: 
● Assignment 3: Stakeholder list
● Assignment 4: Spheres of 

influence
● Assignment 5: Prepare for Hotel 

Case visits

○ Assignment 5a: Desk Research

○ Assignment 5a: Topiclist for stakeholder 
interviews and observations

● Assignment 6: Hotel Case visits

To Do (after visits): 
● Assignment 7: Find focus
● Assignment 8: Empathy map
● Fill in the outcome of the

Empathize phase
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